How does a protein find its native state without a globally exhaustive search? We propose the "HZ" (hydrophobic zipper) hypothesis: hydrophobic contacts act as constraints that bring other contacts into spatial proximity, which then further constrain and zip up the next contacts, etc.
In contrast to helix-coil cooperativity, HZ-heteropolymer collapse cooperatvity is driven by nonlocal interactions, causes sheet and irregular conformations in addition to helices, leads to secondary structurs concurrentiy with early hydrophobic core formation, is much more sequence dependent than helixcoil processes, and involves compact intermediate states that have much secondary-but little tertiary-structure. Hydrophobic contacts in the 1992 Protein Data Bank have the type of "topologial localness" predicted by the hypothesis. The HZ paths for amino acid sequences that mimic crambin and bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor are quickly found by computer; the best configurations thus reached have single hydrophobic cores that are within about 3 kcal/mol of the global minimum. This hypothesis shows how proteins could find globally optimal states without exhautive search.
What is the origin of cooperativity in protein folding? Some proteins fold reversibly (1, 2) , independently of pathway (3) (4) (5) , to a unique native state. These native states must be at the global minimum of free energy that is accessible on the experimental time scale. To guarantee that a computational strategy finds the global optimum requires a search time that scales exponentially with chain length (6, 7) . However, Levinthal (8) and Wetlaufer (9) pointed out that proteins fold much too fast (by at least tens of orders of magnitude) to involve an exhaustive search. Hence, the kinetics/thermodynamics paradox: how can a protein find a globally optimal state without a globally exhaustive search? It follows that the folding problem is not so much a problem of exhaustive computational searching as it is the question of what is the physical basis of cooperativity by which proteins avoid exhaustive searching of conformational space. This view has led to important experiments on protein-folding mechanisms and pathways (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) .
The main paradigm for cooperativity in biopolymers is the helix-coil theory (24) (25) (26) (27) . "Cooperativity" describes how a globally optimal state can be found without a global search, hence cooperativity involves conformational choices that must be local in some sense. The nature of "localness" is at the heart of cooperativity. For helix-coil processes, the global minimum (the helix) is found by local processes by which each individual tetrapeptide in the sequence finds a hydrogen-bonded helical conformation; the partition function for the whole chain is a product of partition functions for individual helical units (24) (25) (26) (27) . Such processes are local in two respects. (i) Monomers i andj that seek to form a helical hydrogen-bonding contact are "sequence-local" (S-local)-i.e., near neighbors in the sequence (j = i + 3 for a-helices, The closest hydrophobic (H) residues (solid dots) in sequence pair together first, e.g., a and a' in step 0. They constrain the chain and bring other H monomers, such as the (b,b') pair, into spatial proximity. Now (b,b') further constrains the chain and brings the (c,c') pair into spatial proximity, etc. As H contacts form and develop a core, helices and sheets zip up if they have appropriate H sequences.
for example). (ii) Because of their sequence proximity, the conformational search for i to find j is small.
But protein-folding cooperativity must be different from helix-coil cooperativity because of the (i) driving forces and (ii) structures involved. (i) Protein folding is driven by nonlocal interactions to form a compact hydrophobic core (H core); these are different from the local interactions that form helices (28, 29) . (ii) Globular proteins have regular secondary structures, such as helices and parallel and antiparallel sheets, irregular conformations, and various forms oftertiary organization, depending on the amino acid sequence. Helixcoil cooperativity leads only to helices, relatively independently of the sequence. The main obstacle to understanding cooperativity in globular proteins is how the chain searches the prohibitively large number of possible nonlocal contacts to assemble a H core.
Hydrophobic zipper (HZ) model of protein cooperativity
The HZ model is the idea, defined in Fig. 1 , that H monomers pair together, one after another, like the zipping of a zipper. At time t = 0, folding conditions are "turned on" by removing denaturant for example. Any two H monomers near enough in the sequence (a and a' in Fig. 1 search, and it further constrains the chain, bringing c and c' into spatial proximity. Then contact (c,c') forms, etc. Contact (c,c') would be unfavorable at earlier times because it would involve a large conformational search in the absence of the (b,b') constraint. Contact (c,c') is nonlocal, since monomers c and c' are not near neighbors in the sequence, but it becomes local in a topological or conditional sense (T-local) in the presence of the constraint (b,b') (30) . Fig. 1 shows how helices and sheets develop as HH contacts accrete in the process of chain collapse. For any particular HP sequence (H = hydrophobic, P = polar), chain folding may nucleate at different sites and follow different zipper paths in parallel, which converge to form a core.
The aim of the present paper is to explore the biochemical consequences of the HZ model; the details of the HZ path construction are given elsewhere (30) . Briefly the recipe for determining an HZ path for an HP sequence is as follows. First form a contact between any (i,i + 3) HH monomer pair. Then form any HH contact that either involves another (i,i + 3) HH pair or an HH pair caused to be T-local by a preceding contact. Continue this process until no further HH contacts are possible. At each step, this process involves choices among alternatives; we choose randomly. The result is one plausible sequence of events, which we call a T-local string, leading to a compact state. We then construct another such sequence of events, making another random set of choices. A T-local string is a process of assembly, not a process of physical kinetics, because this scheme specifies no reverse rate or exit from local minima (H.S.C. and K.A.D., unpublished data) or temperature dependence, etc. But it is our hypothesis that folding pathways follow the same average order of events as T-local strings (30) .
The HZ model has its basis in three observations. (i) Exhaustive simulations and path-integral theory show that internal constraints in polymers force some monomer pairs into spatial proximity, reducing the conformational entropy cost for forming helices, sheets, and other structures (7, 29, (32) (33) (34) . (ii) For some HP sequences, copolymer chains collapse to unique native structures with single H cores (35) (36) (37) (38) . (iii) HP copolymers collapse via specific pathways, according to lattice-model Monte Carlo kinetics studies (39) . The steps along these folding paths often involve minimal configurational entropy loss (30) .
Predictions of the HZ model
In this section, we consider several aspects of how HZheteropolymer collapse cooperativity differs from helix-coil cooperativity and how the model bears on protein-folding puzzles and experiments. Then we discuss similarities with prior work.
Nonlocal Driving Force. Whereas helix-coil processes are driven by local interactions among near neighbors in the sequence, HZ collapse is driven mainly by contact interactions-i.e., among monomers that can be distant in the sequence but that are brought together by earlier events in the folding process. This conforms with evidence that HH interactions are important determinants of structure (40) (41) (42) (43) , stability (28) , and early-nucleation folding events (44, 45 ) of globular proteins. Whereas the sequence determinant of the folding pathway is presumed to be mainly the nonpolar interactions, we note that the most T-local contacts invariably also involve hydrogen bonds and are the elementary building blocks of secondary structures.
The "Chicken-and-Egg Problem": Which Comes First, the H Core or Secondary Structure? Fig. 1 (58) ; and yet, since the folding patterns are dominated by the nonlocal hydrophobic interactions, the helical propensities can be overridden (59, 60 (39) . Fig. 2 Many Paths or Few Paths? The HZ model shows that the "many-path" (jigsaw puzzle) (67) and "few-path" (sequential assembly) (11, 68) viewpoints are not necessarily inconsistent with each other. HZ paths encompass a large fraction of all possible conformations but a small fraction of all possible topologies (30) . At the first step, when an (i,i + 3) HH contact forms, the rest of the chain is irrelevant and, therefore, can have very broad conformational diversity. This diversity diminishes as the chain funnels (62, 69) to fewer compact states. Hence the chain conformations follow many paths, whereas the chain topologies (i.e., contact sets) follow only a few. For example, for a chain with m hydrophobic monomers, the first step is a choice between m(m -1)/2 different HH pairings, but the HZ model chooses from fewer than m -1 of them [i.e., only those with (i,i + 3) spacing]. Most experiments monitor topologies; secondary structures, disulfide bonds, or excimer distances "see" only some contacts, while the rest of the chain can be conformationally diverse. The experimental observation that there are relatively few pathways (11, 12, 16, 20, 70) reflects the small topological diversity. Nevertheless, since HZ processes usually involve more than one topological path and nucleation site, a protein could find the same native state (i) regardless of whether it comes off a ribosome or refolds from solution or (ii) regardless of some mutations (70 Fig. 4 shows (i) the contact order (i.e., loop length, reflecting the localness or nonlocalness ofcontacts along the sequence; see refs. 32 and 33), indicating that about half of all HH contacts are among monomers distant in the sequence, and (ii) the "effective contact order" (30) , which measures the degree to which contacts are T-local. The leftmost peak in Fig. 4B indicates that most HH contacts in proteins can be formed via T-local strings.
Essentially the same results are obtained if we use a 6.5-A neighbor criterion or 1-carbon coordinates. The shape of this plot is not specific to native proteins; in other tests, we find that any compact chain with sufficiently high nonpolar composition will have an effective-contact-order plot resembling this. For example, by using the same native conformations but with scrambled sequences, there are far fewer total HH contacts but otherwise the same distribution shape. The shape of this plot is not an identifier of native proteins; the main point is that HZ processes can assemble many different compact conformations for chains that have sufficiently high H composition. Most ofthe individual predictions ofthe HZ hypothesis are not new. Earlier work (44, 45, 63, (76) (77) (78) (79) (80) (81) (82) (83) (84) (85) (86) (87) (88) concludes that a folding chain nucleates where hydrophobic residues are local in the sequence (44, 45) and proceeds by hierarchical condensation (77, 78) or by "crumpling" (83, 84) or by "on-site" construction (85) (86) (87) (88) . The present model differs in several respects. First, it provides a specific recipe for computing the folding pathway from the amino acid sequence. Second, it is a demonstration that such processes can find conformations at the global minimum of free energy for a broad range of sequences. Third, it shows that protein-like kinetics could arise from only nonlocal interactions, through a mechanism that is very different from classical helix-coil cooperativity. Most closely related to the present hypothesis is the on-site construction mechanism of Sikorski and Skolnick and their colleagues (85) (86) (87) (88) , which is also a zipping process specified by the amino acid sequence. But their model has a large driving force due to local interactions (89) . It is wellestablished (24) 2cdv, 21hb, 2ovo, 2pab, 2sga, 2sns, 2sod, 2ssi, 2stv, 2tmv,   3adk, 3b5c, 3c2c, 3cln, 3dfr, 3fxn, 3hvp, 3icb, 31zm, 3rnt, 3sgb, 451c, 4fdl, 4sbv, 4tnc, Scpv, 5cyt, 5ebx, and Spti. HZ as a protein-folding strategy A successful protein-folding algorithm will ultimately require two components: a folding strategy (for searching conformational space) and accurate potential functions. Any recipe for cooperativity is a protein-folding strategy. Here, our aim is to ask whether the HZ strategy can construct an optimal hydrophobic core for a long chain of amino acids in reasonable computer time. But for long chains, how can we know how close we are to the global optimum? Analytical theory can estimate a tight upper bound on the maximum number of HH contacts for any HP sequence on simple lattices (K. Yue and K.A.D., unpublished data). Therefore, the HP lattice model allows us to ask how close (in energy) the HZ search strategy can come to the global optimum of the HP potential, even though the HP lattice model does not correctly predict structures. We compute HZ paths for HP sequences resembling bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (BPTI) and crambin (Fig.  5) , and we study the end-state conformations of these paths. From this simulation we learn about search efficiency and not about accuracy of representing real protein structures.
We find that the search strategy is fast. One HZ path for model crambin or BPTI can be generated in 3-6 min on a Sun-4 workstation. Fig. 6 The best structures found by the HZ strategy have energies close to native. For the crambin and BPTI sequences given above, an upper bound on the maximum number of HH contacts is found to be 35 and 43, respectively (90); thus, the HZ search strategy comes to within 3 HH contacts [about 1.5 kcal/mol (31)] of the native structure in the present simulations. Therefore, we believe the HZ search strategy is a promising approach for reaching quickly and deeply into regions of conformational space to find compact and nativelike structures.
Conclusions
We present the HZ hypothesis of protein-folding cooperativity. It constructs folding pathways from amino acid sequences. The cooperativity in heteropolymer collapse and protein folding is different than for helix-coil processes. Helix-coil cooperativity is driven by interactions that are local in the sequence (S-local) and leads only to helical structures, relatively independently of the amino acid sequence. HZ cooperativity for heteropolymer collapse is driven by nonlocal (but T-local) interactions mediated by the solvent. It leads to helical, sheet, and irregular structures, depending on the amino acid sequence. The folding process is postulated to be a fast nonexhaustive search, in which, for appropriate sequences, the early stages of H core formation are concurrent with formation of helices and sheets. The folding pathways involve formation of HH contacts that are brought into close spatial proximity by virtue of preceding contact constraints. Using short-chain lattice heteropolymer models, we find that HZ folding pathways lead to the
